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How are Drug Disorders Categorized in the
DSM5?
In regard to how addiction and substance
use are diagnosed in the US, the latest
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) has
combined the prior categories of ‘substance
abuse’ and ‘substance dependence’ under
‘Substance Use Disorder’- which includes
various types of addiction + dependence.
Click here to take a closer look at the criteria that is now used to diagnose substance
use disorders in the US, according to the American Psychiatric Association.

Don't take it from us...

PIMSY has been serving clients for over ten years now (?!?!?), and we continually strive to
deliver the best product + support we can to help your practice thrive and grow.
Our goal remains (and has always been) to help you: save time, reduce costs, maintain
HIPAA compliance and operate as effectively + efficiently as possible. We offer first-class
service to each + every customer > and support every customer's success.
But don't just take it from us!... click here to hear it from our customers

Why PIMSY? We Keep it Fresh!

The beauty of working in mental health is that we are continually inspired by our customers.
Seeing the incredibly difficult – yet vital – services they provide to their clients motivates us
to give our very best, every day.
We’re continually updating PIMSY based on the needs, requests and feedback of
the people who use PIMSY.
This means that the product is constantly evolving to stay fresh and relevant. Old
functionality is weeded out; and in addition to new features, our developers are constantly
updating existing parts of PIMSY to work faster, better and more efficiently.
To see how PIMSY can support your growth – or for more details - contact us:
877.334.8512, ext 1 – hello@pimsyehr.com

To your success!

Leigh Ann Renz
Business Development and Marketing Director
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